Abstract. Let L,( /i) be the space of real valued random variables with nfl/p) < oo, 1 < s < oo. Let C c L,(m) be a closed convex set. For each/ e Ls(p.) there exists a unique element t4,(/|C) with ||/ -M,(/|C)||, < \\f -c\\, for every c & C. Let C" be a decreasing or increasing sequence of closed convex lattices converging to the closed convex lattice Cx. We show that p,(f\Cn) -> n,(f\Cx) u-a.e. for every / S L,(»i).
Let p be a measure defined on a a-algebra â over Q. For each s with 1 < 5 < 00 denote by Ls( p) the space of equivalence classes of real valued random variables / with p(\f\") < 00. Then Ls(p) is a uniformly convex Banach space. Hence for each closed convex set C and each / £ Ls( p) there exists a unique element p,(f\ C)
where ||/||, -[ rtl/Dr7'-If p is a probability measure P, s = 2, ÍB c & is a sub-o-field and C is the system of all square integrable equivalence classes of functions which contain a % -measurable function, then P2(f\ C) is the usual conditional expectation of / given®, i.e. P2(f\C) = P*f.
If ju is a probability measure, s^2, S c & is a sub-o-field and C is the system of all equivalence classes of functions of LS(P) which contain a 'S -measurable function, then Ps(f\C) is the j-prediction P®f of Ando-Amemiya [1] .
If s = 2, S c & is a sub-0-lattice and C is the system of all square integrable equivalence classes of functions which contain a ©-measurable function, then PÁflC) is the conditional expectation fi(/l©) of/given © in the sense of [2] .
Let C" be a decreasing or increasing sequence of closed convex subsets of Ls( p). Put C" = H neN C" for the decreasing case and let C^, be the closure of U "eN Cn with respect to || H, for the increasing case.
Using the definition (i), (ii) of ps(f\ C) one directly obtains D. LANDERS AND L. ROGGE
The following theorem gives a very short proof for the p-a.e. convergence of ft (/lQ) to Mii/I^oo)-The proof is even for the classical conditional expectation P9f shorter and more transparent than the known ones. It contains the a.e. convergence result given in [1] and [2] .
C is a lattice if /, g G C imply / V g, f/\ g G C where / V g [/A g] is the pointwise maximum [minimum] of/ and g.
If Cn is a decreasing or increasing sequence of closed convex lattices then CM is a closed convex lattice too.
Theorem. Let 1 < s < oo and C" c Ls( p), n G N, be an increasing or decreasing sequence of closed convex lattices converging to the closed convex lattice Cx. Then ps(f\C")^ps(f\Cj p-a.e. for every f G Ls(p).
Proof. Let/, g,h G Ls(p). Using the trivial identity
we obtain ¡\f-g/\ Af dp+f\f -g v Ar du=jv -*r dp+jv -ai* ¿p. (i)
Let C" be increasing. We shall show that for n <m
We apply ( From (2) we obtain for all n < m 11/ -fcC/lÇ,) A • • • A fct/lCjH, < 11/ -P,(/|C")||,
Using the lemma of Fatou (m -» oo), (3) imphes that for all n II/-A M/ICJ <||/-PJ(/|C")||, 
* which follows again from (1), one obtains completely analogously lim"eN ¡is(f\Cn) = ns(f\ C^), which yields the assertion for the increasing case. If C" is decreasing one obtains from (1) [instead of (2) and (2) 
From (6) we obtain the assertion completely analogously as in the increasing case.
